
Chess Bazaar Unveils Exclusive New
Collection: The "Grandmaster Series" Chess
Sets

Chess Bazaar launches the "Grandmaster

Series," featuring premium, handcrafted

chess sets designed for professionals and

collectors.

NEW CASTLE, DELAWARE, USA, May 21,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Chess

Bazaar, a leading global provider of

high-quality, handcrafted chess sets,

proudly announces the launch of its

latest collection, the "Grandmaster

Series." This exclusive series is

designed to cater to both professional

players and collectors, combining

exquisite craftsmanship with superior

functionality.

The "Grandmaster Series" features a

range of wooden chess sets that are

meticulously handcrafted by skilled

artisans using the finest materials. Each set is designed to meet the highest standards of quality

and aesthetics, ensuring an exceptional experience for chess enthusiasts.

"We are thrilled to introduce the 'Grandmaster Series' to our customers," said CEO of Chess

Bazaar. "This collection represents the pinnacle of chess craftsmanship, with each piece carefully

crafted to provide an unparalleled playing experience. Our goal is to offer luxury chess sets that

not only enhance the game but also serve as beautiful, timeless pieces of art."

Key features of the "Grandmaster Series" include:

Premium Materials: Each set is made from high-quality woods such as ebony, rosewood, and

boxwood, selected for their durability and beauty.

Exquisite Detailing: The luxury chess pieces are intricately carved with attention to detail,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.chessbazaar.com/chess-sets/luxury-chess-sets.html


showcasing the skill and dedication of Chess Bazaar's artisans.

Functional Design: The sets are designed for optimal playability, with weighted pieces for better

balance and felted bases to protect the wooden chess board.

Collector's Value: The "Grandmaster Series" is limited edition, making each set a valuable

addition to any collection.

The launch of the "Grandmaster Series" comes at a time when interest in chess is at an all-time

high, partly driven by the global success of chess-related media and the increasing popularity of

online chess platforms. Chess Bazaar aims to capitalize on this trend by offering products that

appeal to both seasoned players and newcomers to the game. The series includes popular styles

such as the Dubrovnik chess set, magnetic chess set, and travel chess set.

In addition to the new collection, Chess Bazaar continues to offer a wide range of chess sets,

boards, and accessories, catering to various preferences and budgets. The company's

commitment to quality and customer satisfaction has earned it a loyal customer base

worldwide.

For more information about the "Grandmaster Series" and to explore the full range of products,

visit www.chessbazaar.com.
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